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In a model of two ideal BCS superconductors coupled by a tunneling Hamiltonian the nonvanishing of the
Josephson internal energy~and entropy! for T→Tc

2 is shown to be a consequence of superconducting corre-
lations, which persist in the thermodynamic limit even in the mean-field approximation. The ensuing rapid
increase of the Josephson free energy as the temperature of a tunneling junction drops below the supercon-
ducting bulk transition temperatureTc makes this transition of first order whenever the phase difference across
the junction is fixed to a nonzero value. Taking this into account results in an availability potential governing
the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of the junction which, in contrast with previously published results, has no
unphysical features like latent heat released upon entering~or a superconducting phase dependent value in! the
normal state. The analysisinter alia predicts a lowering of the critical temperature~to Tc8) for the junction,
which has meanwhile been observed in high-quality superconducting quantum interference devices.
@S0163-1829~97!51714-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Josephson energyGJ(f,T) has the thermodynamic
significance of a ~Gibbs! free energy, for changes
dGJ(f,T) are equal to electrical workV(t)I J(f,T) dt done
at constant temperature. Given an expression forGJ(f,T),
one should thus be able to calculate the associated en-
tropy SJ(f,T)52]TGJ(f,T)uf and internal energy
UJ5GJ1TSJ. These quantities play an important role in the
nonequilibrium thermodynamic theory of Josephson
devices.1–4

The Josephson entropy does not vanish as the temperature
of the system approaches the bulk critical temperatureTc of
the superconducting phase transition. Indeed, for one of the
simplest formulas forGJ @Eq. ~13!# this entropy tends to a
constant value, as the gapD(T)}ATc2T if T→Tc

2. SJ van-
ishes forT.Tc , and therefore it has a finite jumpdSJ at
T5Tc . The case is even more dramatic for a junction be-
tween unequal superconductorsa and b @we take
(Tc)a,(Tc)b#, where the phase-dependent part ofGJ(f,T)
is proportional toDaDb when Da!T, and henceSJ even
diverges ifT→(Tc)a

2.
While an entropy jump in itself is familiar from first-order

transitions, presentlyS is greater in the low- than in the
high-temperature phase, for]D(T)/]T,0. Hence, latent
heat would be released upon entering the normal state, im-
plying an unphysical instability.

The scenario can be studied in a superconducting quan-
tum interference device~SQUID!1–3 by incorporating the
junction in a superconducting ring. Indeed, the phase differ-
encef52pF/F0 ~with F05h/2e) is externally controlled
in a ring with negligible self-inductance so that the fluxF

equalsFext. We explain the mentioned instability, and show
that forfÞ0 the Josephson coupling lowers the actualTc ,
while the transition becomes first instead of second order.

In Sec. II we investigate the nonvanishing of the Joseph-
son internal energy forT→Tc

2 in a model of two BCS su-
perconductors coupled by a tunneling Hamiltonian. In Sec.
III we explain the effect of the Josephson coupling on the
superconducting transition, and examine the consequences
for a theory of nonisothermal flux dynamics. The predicted
decrease inTc is estimated in Sec. IV. A detailed account is
available in Ref. 5.

II. MICROSCOPIC THEORY

The system is modeled by the Hamiltonian

H5H01HT5Ha1Hb1HT , ~1!

with (c5a,b; Vc.0)

Hc5Hc,kin1Hc, int

5(
pa

jpcpa
† cpa2Vc(

pp8

8 cp↑
† c2p↓

† c2p8↓cp8↑ , ~2!

HT5(
pqa

Tpq apa
† bqa1H.c. ~3!

We work in the grand canonical ensemble and the term
2mNc is included inHc , i.e.,jp5p2/2m2m. The prime on
the sum implies restriction top(8) with ujp(8)u,vD , the De-
bye frequency. Neglecting the cutoff amounts to taking the
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limit Dc ,T!vD!m ~throughout\5kB51) and is allowed
in all steps except when using the BCS gap equation to arrive
at the last line of Eq.~18!.

To introduce the Green’s functionsGc of the uncoupled
superconductors we define the Nambu field as6

Cc~p,t!5„cp↑~t!,2 c̄2p↓~t!…T, ~4!

so that

Gc~p,t!52^Tt$Cc~p,t!C̄c~2p!%&0 ~5!

5S Gc~p,t! Fc~p,t!

F c
1~p,t! 2Gc~2p,2t!

D ~6!

yields

Gc~p,v!5
1

v21jp
21Dc

2 S 2 iv2jp Dce
ifc

Dce
2 ifc 2 iv1jp

D , ~7!

Dc being the magnitude of the gap.
In Nambu notation the tunneling Hamiltonian reads

HT5(
pq

C̄a~2p!TpqCb~q!1H.c., ~8!

where

Tpq5diag~Tpq,2T2p2q* !. ~9!

Evaluating the change in grand canonical potential due to
tunneling in lowest-order perturbation theory one finds

dG[G~$Tpq%!2G~$Tpq50%!

52
1

2
TE

0

b

dt1E
0

b

dt2 ^Tt$HT~t1!HT~t2!%&0

5TE
0

b

dt1E
0

b

dt2

3(
pq

Tr$Ga~p,t22t1!TpqGb~q,t12t2!Tpq
† %

5T(
pqv

Tr$Ga~p,v!TpqGb~q,v!Tpq
† %, ~10!

where we used Eq.~8! for HT and applied Wick’s theorem.
To evaluate Eq.~10!, we assume that the tunneling ampli-
tudes obey time-reversal symmetryTpq5Tpqs3 and are en-
ergy independent~on the scale ofTc). Decomposing the sum
over p as(p5Na(0)*2`

1`djp*(dp̂/4p) @where the approxi-
mationNa(jp)'Na(0) is correct to first order in (Tc)a /m#,
the integrals overjp,q can be performed withGa,b as in
Eq. ~7!. This yields

dG522Tg(
v

QP21, ~11!

with P[Av21Da
2Av21Db

2, Q[v21DaDbcosf
(f[fa2fb), and the dimensionless conductance

g5p2^uTpqu2&Na(0)Nb(0)5p/(4e2RN), the relation be-
tween the tunneling amplitudes and the normal-state resis-
tanceRN being standard.7

The sum in Eq.~11! diverges fordG, but converges for
its difference between the superconducting and normal states
dGS2N[dGS2dGN, which is the quantity of interest. A
general property is its nonnegativity: dGS2N

}(v(12Q/P)>0 because

P22Q2>~v21Da
2!~v21Db

2!2~v21DaDb!
2

5v2~Da2Db!
2>0. ~12!

For equal gapsDa5Db5D one finds~see Ref. 7!

GJ[dGS2N52TgD2~12cosf!(
v

~v21D2!21

5gDtanh~D/2T!~12cosf!, ~13!

consistent with Anderson’s theorem,8 implying that
GJ(f50)50 ~to lowest order inTc /m), which will be cru-
cial in Sec. III.

For unequal gapsDa,b!T one obtains

GJ5
g

4T
~Da

21Db
222DaDbcosf!1O@~D/T!4#, ~14!

while for two superconductors with very differentTc near the
lower of these temperatures, i.e., forDa!T!Db , the result
reads5 (gE is Euler’s constant!

g21GJ5
2

p
Db2

pT2

3Db

1
1

p H Da
2

Db
22DacosfJ H lnS 4Db

pT D 1gEJ
1T$O@~T/Db!

3#1O@TDa /Db
2#1O@~Da /T!3#%.

~15!

Since Da,b}A(Tc)a,b2T for T→(Tc)a,b
2 , with

U5]b(bG) the above formulas forGJ predict a constant
@Eq. ~13!# or even divergent@Eqs. ~14! and ~15!# internal
energy ~and entropy! differencedUS2N upon approaching
the ~lowest! Tc from below. This property is a consequence
of deviations from BCS mean-field theory~even though
these superconducting correlations are of orderNa,b

21), as is
demonstrated by an explicit calculation ofdU in which such
correlations are neglected. Consider

dU5d^Ha&1d^Hb&1^HT&, ~16!

where d^•&5^•&g2^•&0. In first order ^HT&52dG, with
dG as in Eq.~10!. For ^Ha& one has

^Ha&5(
pa

jp^apa
† apa&2Va(

pp8

8 ^ap↑
† a2p↓

† a2p8↓ap8↑&.

~17!

Expanding the second term in terms of two-point functions,
the Hartree-Fock contribution tod^Ha&MF vanishes in the
thermodynamic limit. One is left with
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^Ha&MF5(
pa

jp^apa
† apa&2Va(

pp8

8 ^ap↑
† a2p↓

† &^a2p8↓ap8↑&⇒

d^Ha&MF5(
pa

jp d^apa
† apa&

2Va(
pp8

8 2 Re@Fa~p8,t50!d^a2p↓
† ap↑

† &#

5(
pa

jp d^apa
† apa&

2Da(
p
2 Re@eifad^a2p↓

† ap↑
† &#

5(
p
Tr$~Dae

ifas3s12jps3!d^Ca~p!C̄a~2p!&%,

~18!

where we usedd^ap↑
(†)a2p↓

(†) &5O@Na
21# so that only the linear

term contributes tod^Ha&. To evaluate the rhs of Eq.~18! in
lowest order transform to frequencies, and use
Dae

ifas3s12jps35Ga(p,v)
212 iv to arrive at

d^Ha&MF5T(
pqv

Tr$@ iv2Ga~p,v!21#

3Ga~p,v!TpqGb~q,v!Tpq
† Ga~p,v!%

52T(
pqv

vTr$„]vGa~p,v!…TpqGb~q,v!Tpq
† %

2 1
2 ^HT&, ~19!

d^Hb&MF following by symmetry. Substitution into Eq.~16!
shows that̂ HT& cancels indUMF , viz.,

dUMF52T(
pqv

v ]vTr$Ga~p,v!TpqGb~q,v!Tpq
† %

5]buDa,b
bFT(

pqv
Tr$Ga~p,v!TpqGb~q,v!Tpq

† %G
5]b~bdG!Da,b

. ~20!

As our derivation is valid in the normal~N! and the super-
conducting ~S! phase, this relation also holds between
dUMF

S2N anddGS2N. By Eqs.~13!–~15! and~20!, dUMF
S2N van-

ishes asT→Tc
2 , which is what we set out to show.

III. THERMODYNAMICS

The free energy of the system~with respect to the N state!
also contains the phase~or SQUID flux! independent bulk
condensation energy, which is quadratic inTc2T nearTc . It
usually completely dominates the Josephson termGJ @>0 by

virtue of Eq.~12!#. Accounting for the bulk energy is crucial
for resolving the thermodynamic instability of the junction
belowTc ~see Sec. I!.

For a fixedfÞ0, GS2N varies with temperature as in
Fig. 1. Just belowTc the total free energy in the S phase is
higher than in the N phase, so that the system remains in the
stateD50 ~always a solution of the gap equation! until
GS2N50 again, atTc8 @see Eq.~24!#. At this Tc8,Tc , D
jumps to a finite value. This first-order transition is indeed
accompanied by latent heat~see Sec. I!, as follows from the
kink in G(T). The significance of Anderson’s theorem~see
Sec. II! is that the transition remains of second order if no
flux is applied externally.

Now consider the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of the
system~see Refs. 1–3!. Equation~19! of Ref. 3 and the one
below it yield

A52EJcosS 2p
F

F0
D H 12

3T̃ 2Tr22T̃ 3

Tc
3 J 1

~F2Fext!
2

2L

1a
1
3 T

32 1
2 T

2Tr

Tc
3 ~21!

for the availabilityA5G1(T2Tr)S of a SQUID in contact
with a bath at temperatureTr . Here EJ5I c(T50)/2e, a
arises in a Debye-type bulk free energyGbulk

52 1
6a(T/Tc)

3, andT̃[min(T,Tc).
Following Eq. ~21!, an availability barrier persists in the

N state nearF5 1
2F0. However, this barrier is entirely due to

the Josephson coupling and related to the unphysical nega-
tive latent heat discussed in Sec. I. This artifact is remedied
by accounting for the bulk condensation energy, which we
now model à la Refs. 1–3. Since Eq.~21! implies Sbulk
5 1

2aT
2/Tc

3 , we take5 Sbulk
S 5 1

2(a/Tc)(T/Tc)
21h (h.0). For

the S2 phase one obtains

FIG. 1. The Josephson, bulk and total free energy of a junction
with fÞ0 ~arbitrary units!. The dashed line indicates the free en-
ergy of the superconducting phase, the thick line the equilibrium
free energyG(T).
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AS5EJF12cosS 2p
F

F0
D GF12

3T2Tr22T3

Tc
3 G1

~F2Fext!
2

2L

1aH 1

2~31h!
2
1

6
1S 122

1

2~31h! D S TTcD
31h

2
1

2 S TTcD
21h Tr

Tc
J , ~22!

while AN follows from Eq. ~22! with EJ5h50. The free
energyGS,N results fromAS,N by settingTr5T. Our final
result forA(T) then follows from9

A~T!5$u~T2Tc!1u~Tc2T!u„GS~T!2GN~T!…%AN~T!

1u~Tc2T!u„GN~T!2GS~T!…AS~T!. ~23!

A calculation of the junction’s actual critical temperature
Tc8 ~see above in this section! is now easy in the limit
EJ!a, in which the effect of the Josephson coupling is small
and hence«[(Tc2Tc8)/Tc!1. Expansion ofGS5GN in
EJ/a!1 yields

«5
12EJ

ah F12cosS 2p
F

F0
D G . ~24!

IV. FINAL REMARKS

The thermodynamic analysis of Sec. III can also be mo-
tivated in the context of a dynamical theory of nonisothermal
behavior, which has potential relevance for a wide class of
physical systems.4 The relevant ‘‘reaction coordinate’’~here
the flux! and the temperature then become fluctuating quan-
tities, the values of which spread over the entire accessible
state space. Hence, there is noa priori possibility to restrict
the variables to a bounded region such asT,Tc ~or
T.Tc), so that covering the phase transition becomes cru-
cial.

Of course, the phenomenology of Sec. III is no substitute

for solving Gor’kov equations for a finite-size SQUID. Also,
the model~1! obscures the fact that tunneling is an interface
phenomenon. However, this should allow a Ginzburg-
Landau description nearTc , e.g., to determine the effective
interaction volumeV ~see below!.

To estimate Tc8 , take F5 1
2F0 and

EJ5hD(0)/8e2RN'10219/RN J ~for Al ! in Eq. ~24!. From
Eq. ~22! we find Gbulk

N2S5 1
4ah(12T/Tc)

2, which yields
ah'6VBc(0)

2/m0 upon comparison with Gbulk
N2S'

(V/2m0)$1.73Bc(0)(12T/Tc)%
2 @Ref. 6, Eq.~36.12!#, where

m054p1027 H m21 and Bc(0)'1022 T @for Al ~Ref.
10!#, so that «'5310221/VRN. For V50.1 mm3 and
RN550 V, one arrives at«'1023. With Tc'1 K this
means that the effect is in the mK range, and hence observ-
able in state-of-the-art devices of sufficiently small dimen-
sions and of a high material quality such thatTc is sharply
defined.

In conclusion, this work highlights hitherto neglected con-
sequences of the phase-independent part of the Josephson
coupling@the first term in Eq.~13!#, which nearTc is not an
arbitrary constant. In the meantime, its predictions concern-
ing the oscillations ofTc versus the applied magnetic flux in
a SQUID device have indeed been confirmed
experimentally.11
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